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DDoS attack
trends and insights
2021 - Q3 & Q4 

DDoS attacks are one of the biggest security concerns for applications in the cloud, and they are increasing in
both complexity and frequency. In the second half of 2021, the world experienced an unprecedented level of
DDoS activity. Despite the evolving challenges in the cyber landscape, the Azure DDoS Protection team was able
to successfully mitigate some of the largest attacks ever.

Read on for the trends and insights we observed 
throughout the second half of 2021. 

Attack frequenc

1995/day 
Microsoft mitigated an average 

of: 1,955 attacks per day 
(40% increase from the first half of 2021). 

The highest number of attacks

4,296 
in a day recorded. 

August
Recorded the highest

number of attacks.

We saw more attacks in Q3 than in Q4, with the most occurring in August, which 
may indicate a shift towards attackers acting all year round—no longer is 

holiday season the proverbial DDoS season! This highlights the importance of 
DDoS protection all year round, and not just during peak traffic seasons. 

Attack size
Inbound UDP attack bandwidth mitigated
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Microsoft mitigated the largest
attack ever reported in history:
a DDoS attack with a throughput of 3.47 Tbps and a 
packet rate of 340 million packets per second (pps).
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Microsoft mitigated two other 
attacks that surpassed 2.5 Tbps 

Azure’s DDoS protection platform, built on distributed DDoS detection and mitigation 
pipelines, can scale enormously to absorb the highest volume of DDoS attacks, providing our 
customers the level of protection they need. If we identify that the attack volume is significant, 

we leverage the global scale of Azure to defend the attack from where it is originating. 

Attack vectors 

55% 
UDP spoof flood attack 

rose to the top vector in the second
half of 2021, from 16 to 55% 

16%
TCP ACK flood attack
decreased from 54% to 14% 

6%
DNS
amplification
attack 

Gaming
continues to be the hardest hit industry
(UDP is commonly used in gaming and streaming applications)

We have observed an increase in attacks 
in other industries such as: 

Financial 
institutions 

Media Internet service 
providers (ISPs) 

Retail Supply
chain 

Workloads that are highly sensitive to latency, such as multiplayer game servers, cannot 
 tolerate such short burst UDP attacks. Outages of just a couple seconds can impact 

 competitive matches, and outages lasting more than 10 seconds typically will end a match. 
 For this scenario, Azure recently released the preview of inline DDoS protection, offered 

through partner network virtual appliances (NVAs) that are deployed with Azure Gateway 
 Load Balancer. This solution can be tuned to the specific shape of the traffic and can 

 mitigate attacks instantaneously without impacting the availability or performance of highly 
latency-sensitive applications. 

Attack destinations 

United Kingdom 
Japan

United Arab Emirates 
South Korea 

South East Asia 

Brizil 

Australia

54%
The United States remains 
the top attacked destination 

8% 
East Asia (Hong Kong) remains

a popular hotspot for attackers 

6%
Saw a decrease in DDoS activity in Europe 

(dropping from 19% in the first half of 2021 to 6%) 

23%
Sharp uptick in attacks in India
(from 2% in the first half of 2021 to 23%)

The concentration of attacks in Asia can be largely
explained by the huge gaming footprint. 

Final takeaway
As DDoS attacks become more sophisticated, it is crucial for businesses 
to develop a robust response strategy. The Azure DDoS Protection team 
protects every property in Microsoft and the entire Azure infrastructure.
Our vision is to protect all internet-facing workloads in Azure, against all 

known DDoS attacks across all levels of the network stack. 

Start protecting your workloads from 
DDoS attacks today, with Azure DDoS Protection. 
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